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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
Today, the main thrust of training .programs for the
mentally handicapped is the development of functional
1 iving

skills.

The ultimate goal of these training programs

is for handicapped people to live as independent adults in
society.

Program developers have begun to realize that if

mentally handicapped people are going to achieve full independence and acceptance by society, sex education must be
built into existing programs.
Winifred Kempton (1976) defines sex education for
the retarded by listing the three major aspects of instructi on:
1.

2.
3.

Relationships: how we feel about ourselves in
relation to family, friends, lovers, spouses,
etc.; and behavior that. results from these
feelings.
Physiology of the human body: the respective
male and female roles in reproduction; and the
activity and feelings involved.
An understanding of the sexual impulses or erotic
feelings we are born with: how they are aroused;
and what is involved in their control.

Mastery of skills in each of these areas, and the development of responsible, adult behavior appears to be crucial
to the successful independent functioning of retarded
individuals.

The Lane Community College-Adult Basic Education
(LCC-ABE) program acted on the need for sex education
training for the retarded in June 1977.

Repeated inci-

dences of public exposure and other inappropriate behaviors
brought about the initiation of a.three-month pilot st4dy
,.
in Lane County.

The purpose of the study was to examine

the effects of sex education training on the behavior of
mental.l y retarded (MR) adults.

Due to the success of the

pilot study, a twelve-month field study was initiated in
September 1977 to further examine the implications of
data-based sex education instruction on the behavior of
this population.

The emphasis of both studies was func-

tionalism rather than strict empiricism.

That is, the

empiricism of the research was sometimes compromised in
order to maximize the functionality of instruction and
application of information.
is an evaluation of

The remainder of this·paper

the study

to determine if an in-

crease in sexual knowledge occurred in students who participated in the sex education training program.

CHAPTER II
REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE
To give added insight into this evaluation, a brief
examination of past and present perspectives toward sex
education fo·r the mentally retarded wi 11 be pre,sented.
THE HISTORICAL PERSPECTIVE
During the mid-sixties sex education for the mentally retarded was rarely considered an important component
of curriculums and/or training programs (Gordon, 1971).
Training in grooming and hygiene was the main component of
so-cal led "social 1 iving ski 11 programs."
sixties training and

coun~el

During the late

ing in marriage and parenthood
f

began to emerge CAbott & Ladd, 1970; Bass, 1963., 1964; 1t(.'1~"
Johnson, 1969).

The emergence of training in these two

areas marked the recognition of not only the sexuality of
the retarded, but also their need for intimacy and.closeness.

However, the shortcoming of these early programs

was their narrow scope.

Alternatives to marriage were not

considered, nor were topics dealing with self-defense
against rape or venereal disease.

The primary forms of

birth control which were advocated were sterilization and
separation of the sexes (Bass,· 1974; Johnson, 1969).

The
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treatment of these topics was a reflection of the attitude
of our society toward sex education for the retarded during
the 1960s.
THE PRESENT PERSPECTIVE
Today, the attitude taken toward sex education for
the mentally retarded is much more humanistic.

The spec-

trum of topics included in curriculums is much broader.
Consideration of individual needs is of primary concern.
Several articles advocating extensive sex education for
the

~etarded

have appeared in the literature (Blom, 1971;
.,,/

Friedman, 1971; Gorden, 197la, 197lb; Johnson, 1973;
.

Kemp~

.,/

ton, 1971; Maddock, 1974; Morgenstern; 1S73; Sengstock

~

Vergason, 1973; Shindell, 1975; Vockell & Mattick, 1972).
Seven primary reasons supporting sex education for the
retarded appear throughout these articles:
1.

The mentally retarded have the same psychosexual

and physiological development that "normal" people do.
Consequently, they have the same sexual needs and frustrations.

They require information and training to deal with

.these needs effectively.
2.

The mentally retarded receive the same sexual

messages through the media and their environment that we
all receive.

However, due to their limited social and in-

tellectual skills, and possible isolation, they are not as
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well-equipped to process these messages and make sensitive,
re~ponsible

3.

decisions about their behavior.

Due to their lack of ability to process informa-

tion, the mentally retarded are much more vulnerable sexually.

They cannot afford to be sexually ignorant.
4.

Parents and educators believe that giving the

retarded information on sexual intercourse, masturbation,
or even marriage wi·l 1 resal t in deviant behavior.

How-

ever, the previously cited literature concludes that when
given adequate information, the retarded's curiosity and
need to experiment wi 11. great 1 y decrease.
5.

If the mentally retarded are to be mainstreamed

into society, appropriate social and sexual behavior is
mandatory.

The retarded need training in social and sexual

skills just as they need training in all other skill areas.
In order to become fully independent adults, the retarded
have a right to sex education.
6.

Many parents and educators of

th~

mentally re-

tarded believe sex education should and does, in fact, come
from the home.

However, the literature indicates that this

is not the case (Edmonson & Wish, 1975; Floor, Rosen, Baxter, Horowitz, & Weber, 1971; Hall & Morris, 1976; Hall,
Morris, & B~rker, 1973; Hammer, Wright, & Jensen~ 1967;·
/

.,,

Gordon, 1975):

The high incidence of illegitimate pregnan-

cies, teenage marriages, veneral disease, and il.legal
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sexual activity indicates a deficiency in sex education
training.
7.

Repression of sexual desires has been advocated

as a substi.tute for ·sex education for the retarded.

How-

ever, education is the most logical and humanistic alternative to repression (Floor et al., 1971).

CHAPTER I II
CURRENT NEED FOR RESEARCH AND
PROBLEM STATEMENT
A review of the literature on sex education for the
retarded indicates that to the author's 'knowledge only six
data-based articles (Edmonson & Wish, 1975;, Floor et al ..,
1971; Hall & Morris,

1976~

Hall et al., 1973; Hammer et al.,

1967; Hamre-Nietupski & Williams, 1977) currently exist.
Five of these studies are based on assessments of sexual
attitudes and knowledge in mentally retarded adolescents
and adults not involved in sex education programs.

The

Hamre-Nietupski & Williams study is the only identified
evaluation of a sex education training program.

Currently,,

a need exists for further examination of sex education
training programs.

Hopefully, the following study will

begin to fulfill at least a portion of the need for program
evaluation and research.
The purpose of this evaluation was to determine
whether or not an increase in knowledge of sex education
appeared in students who attended the LCC-ABE sex education program.
the following:

The null hypothesis for the evaluation is
there is no difference in sexual knowledge

as measured by the LCC-ABE Pre/Post Test and the
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Intermittent Probe Test for adult MRs attending the LCC-ABE
sex education course.

The Pre/Post Test was administered

to each student as he/she entered and left the training
program.

The Intermittent Probe Test was administered to

each student f6llowing instruction in a given topic areB
throughout the twelve-month field study.

CHAPTER IV
DEFINITION OF TERMS
The following terms will be defined at this time:
Sex education
LCC-ABE Pre/Post Test
Intermittent Probe Test
Activity center
Workshop
For the purpose of this evaluation, sex education
will be defined by briefly describing each of the topic
areas covered in the curriculum.

A copy of the curriculum

is available from the Sex Education Training Program Administrative Committee for examination.
LCC-ABE SEX EDUCATION CURRICULUM
1.

Relationships:

how people interact with each

other, the types of relationships we have in our lives,
different ways of showing affection, the difference between
1 iking and loving, and the responsibilities of friendship
are the main areas covered in this topic.
2.

Grooming:

maintaining and choosing appropriate

clothing are covered in this topic.
reasons for good grooming.

Also discussed are the

10
3.

Hygiene:

this topic covers bodily cleanliness,

menstruation, and puberty.

Also discussed are the reasons

for good hygiene.
4.

Anatomy:

labeling and identifying the functions

of the genitals, breasts, nipples, anus, urethra, and navel
are included in anatomy.
5.

Masturbation:

the mechanics of masturbation,

appropriate and inappropriate places to masturbate, and
reasons for masturbating are covered in this area.
6.

Sexual Intercourse:

the mechanics of intercourse,

appropriate and inappropriate places and partners, and
responsibilities involved in sexual intercourse are discussed.
7.

Pregnancy:

the signs of pregnancy, how it occurs,

discussion of the birthing process, who to ask for help if
pregnancy is suspected, and how to prevent pregnancy are
covered in this topic.
8.

Birth Control:

the purpose of birth control, who

uses it, how it is used, where to obtain it, and the labeling of each device are covered under birth control.
9.

Venereal Disease (VD):

the symptoms of VD, who

to ask for help, how it is contracted, and how it can be
prevented are discussed.
10.

Marriage:

the necessary skills for marriage,

responsibilities involved in marriage, establ

ishih~

a
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realistic view of marriage and its alternatives are covered
in this topic area.
11.

Children:

the necessary skills for raising a

family, the responsibilities and commitments involved, and
the pitfalls and pleasures of child rearing are discus~~d.
·. ~!

12.

Homosexuality:

homosexuality is discussed as an

alternative in intimate relationships.

The responsibili-

ties and· social repercussions for. thi.s type of life style
are discussed.
13.

Inappropriate and Illegal Sexual Activity:

appropriate and inappropriate

pl~ces

sexual activities are discussed.

and/or partners for

Also covered are the

repercussions for irresponsible sexual behavior.
pr~vent

how to

Rape and

and/or defend against it are covered.

Pos-

sible i.11 icit approaches from a homosexual are also discussed.
ASSESSMENTS
The Lane Community College-Adult Basic Education
Pre/Post Test is an itemized, nonstandardized test covering
the essential elements of each topic area.
dix A for a copy of the test.)

(Refer to Appen-

The test was developed by

the program administrators specifically for this.program.
A complete discussion of this instrument appears in
Chapter V.·
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The Intermittent Probe Test was al so developed for this
training program.

The probes were administered after in-

struction of each topic area.

Refer to Appendix B for an

example ·of an Intermittent Probe Test on

anatomy~

A com-

plete discussion of the probes appears in Chapter V.
ACTIVITY CENTER
The primary function of an

activi~y

center is instruc-

tion· in the areas of grooming, hygiene, social skills, recreation, functional academics, and pre-vocational skills.
Clients in activity centers are not eligible for high
school programs and are generally not skilled enough for
employment in sheltered workshops.

They usually reside

with their families, in foster homes, group homes, or
nursing.homes.

An activity-center-level course was taught

in both the pilot study and the field study.

The students

in these courses attended an activity center forty hours
per week.
WORKSHOP
The primary function of a workshop is employment,
rather than training.

Employees are generally paid on a

piece rate through contracts solicited from businesses
within the community.

The ultimate goal for most clients

in sheltered workshops is competitive employment.

These

clients usually 1 ive with their families, in group homes,
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foster homes, or independently.

Workshop-level courses

were taught in both the pilot study and the field study.
The students in
hours per week.

the~e

courses worked in a workshop forty

1
CHAPTER V
METHODS
SUBJECTS:

PILOT STUDY

Subjects who participated in the pilot study were
referred by their work supervisors, group home coordinators,
or parents.

The referrals were based on needs exhibited by

the clients.

For example, some students were referred be-

cause of inappropriate sexual behavior.

Others were re-

ferred because of a need to develop appropriate marriage,
social, groomlng, or hyglene skills.

Still other referrals

were made because of a newfound interest in the opposite
sex, coupled with an inadequate means of expressing that
interest.

Due to the remedial nature of the training pro-

gram, subjects were not chosen randomly,. nor was a control
group used.
Two courses were taught during the pilot study:

an

activity-center-level course and a workshop-level course.
The activity-center-level course was composed.of two men
and four women from two local activity centers.

The stu-

dents were considered low functioning, trainable mentally
retarded (TMR).

They 1 ived either with their parents, in

group homes, or nursing homes.
twenty to thirty years.

Their ages ranged from

All students attended an activity

center on a full-time basis.
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The workshop-level course was composed of three men
and three women from two local. sheltered workshops.

The

students were considered high functioning TMR to high functioning, educable mentally retarded (EMR).
~ither

with

apartments.

th~ir

They 1 ived

parents, in group homes, or alone in

Their ages ranged from twenty to forty years.

All students worked full-time in a sheltered workshop.

In-

cluded in the workshop course were three couples, two of
whom were engaged to be married.
Three students dropped out of the study by the end of
September 1978.

One student dropped out due to previous

mastery of the material and two

d~opped

out due to embar-

rassment of the subject matter.
SUBJECTS:

FIELD STUDY

The subjects who participated in the twelve-month
field study were referred by the same resources the pilot
study subjects were referred.

These subjects were also re-

ferred for the same reasons as the pilot study subjects.
Again, due to the ·remedial nature of the training program,
subjects were not 'chosen randomly and a control group was
not used.
Three courses were taught during the field study:
(1) an acti~ity-center-level course, (2) a beginning

workshop-level course, and (3) an advanced workshop-level
course.

A total of forty-one students received some

l

I
I

I

I
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I
II
I

training over the twelve-month period:

thirteen at the ad-

l

l

vanced workshop level, sixteen at the beginning workshop
level, and twelve at the activity center level.

By Septem-

ber 1978, eighteen subjects had dropped out of the program,
leaving twenty-three as the total sample.

These

twenty~

three subjects received trainlng for twelve months over the
entire curriculum.
The eighteen subjects who dropped out of the study
left for various reasons.

These reasons included embarrass-

ment, moving out of the area, changing jobs, and parental
request.
in a

One student left due to her inability to learn

g~oup

setting.

The subjects in the final sample ranged in age from
twenty to sixty-one years.

All subjects worked full-time

in a sheltered environment, either an activity center or
a sheltered workshop.

Each student lived in one of the fol-·

lowing types of residences:

(a) with his or her parents,

(b) with a foster parent, (c) in a group home, (d) in a
nursing home, or (3) independently in an apartment.

The

students' ability levels ranged from low TMR to high

EMR~

MEASURES
I

Two testing instruments were used during the.course
evaluation.

The first instrument was the LCC-ABE Pre/Post

Test, and the second was the Intermittent Probe Test.
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LCC-ABE Pre/Post Test
The LCC-ABE Pre/Post Test was developed by the administrative staff of the sex education program.
th~

test items

w~re

Several of

drawn from the ''Sexual Knowledge Ques.'

wa~'

tionnaire for the Mentally Handicapped Adult" which
developed at the Portland Rehabilitation Center.

A male-

female sex education instructional team wrote the questionnaire.

The purpose of the test was to establish the fol-

lowing information:

(a) level of sexual knowledge prior to

instruction, (b) the amount of long-term retention over
twelve months, ·(c) experiential background, and (d) possible
long-term goals of marriage and/or child rearing.

Test

validity has not been established on this assessment.
Test Items.

The first five items on the test deter-

mined the students' past experiences with sex education,
their interest in the course, and their willingness to talk
about sex.

The remaining items dealt with (a) past experi-

ences with masturbation, sexual intercourse, and dating;
(b) future goals for marriage and child-rearing; and
Cc) level of general sexual knowledge.
Test Mechanics.

Due to the functional ism of the

training programming, test administration was not handled
in a highly empirical manner.

The pre/post test was

give~

on a one-to-one basis, usually male-to-male or female-tofemale, by an instructor or aide.
twenty-five to thirty-five minutes

The test required
to complete.

It was
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administered at either the student's place of employment
(workshop or activity center) or during class.

The pre/

post test was administered when .each student began and
finished the program.

During the post-testing, a 1 ist of

questions with samples from each topic area was·also
istered to each student.

ad~in

This list of questions, along

with the post-test, was used as a comparative measure with
the Intermittent Probe Tests to determine long-term retention and predictability of the pre/post test and the probes.
Intermittent Probe Test
The purpose of the Intermittent Probes was to determine the amount of retention after instruction in each
topic area.

For example, if the subjects required one month

of instruction to reach mastery on a topic area, the probes
were then given the following instructional session, from
one to three

d~ys

later.

The probe system was introduced

to the program during winter quarter, 1978.

When first

initiated the post-instructional probes were coupled with
pre-instructional probes.

The purpose of the pre/post

probe system was to determine more specifically what each
subject had learned during instruction of a given topic
area.

Also, the probe system would have added to. the in-

ternal validity of the study.

However, due to the lack of

time and personnel, the pre-instructional probe was el iminated.

Test validity was not established on the Intermit-

tent Probe Test.

1
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Test Items.

The test items were drawn from the spe-

cific behavioral objectives. of each topic area.

The length

of each set of probes varied considerably--from forty-two
questions in the birth control section to five questions in
the venereal d.isease section.
either verbal or non-verbal.

Responses to test items were
The verbal responses required

either a label or a description, while the non-verbal responses required pointing to an object or picture.
Test Mechanics.

Once again, due to the practicality

of the testing situation,. administration was not highly
empirical.

The Intermittent Probe Test was given on a

one-to-one basis, usually male-to-male or female-to-female,
by the instructor or aide.

The students' were drawn out of

the ongoing class session to an adjoining room and given
the Intermittent Probe Test.

Administration of the probes

required approximately five to ten minutes per person.
PROCEDURE
Pilot Study
During the fall of 1976 the author and several representatives of agencies serving the mentally retarded in Lane
County met to discus$ the need for a sex education program
for their clients.

This meeting was stimulated by several

incidents of exposure and other inappropriate sexual behaviors involving the retarded population in Lane County.
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Administrative and curriculum committees were organized during the first meeting.

The purpose of the admin-

istrative committee was to locate a funding source, estab1 ish a classroom, develop job descriptions for the teaching
staff, and determine the basic structure of the program;
The purpose of the curriculum committee was to research·
existing sex education curriculums and 1 iterature, and
develop a curriculum for the Lane County program.
Lane Community College, Adult Basic Education Program was established as the funding source.

During the

pilot study, the Lane Community College Downtown Activity
Center was used as the classroom.
Two courses were taught during the pilot study, an
activity-center-level
twelve student in all.

cour~e

and a workshop-level course,

The workshop-level course met once

a week for two hours and the activity-center-level course
met twice a week for one a a half hours each.
Job descriptions for the teaching staff included one
male and one female instructor, both with experience in
the following areas:

(a) working with the mentally re-

tarded, Cb) sex education, Cc) data-based programming, and
(d) behavior management techniques.
Before the courses began the two instructors visited
the two· activity centers and two sheltered workshops to
become acqua·inted with the students.

Due to the sensitivity

of the subject matter, the instructors felt it was
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important to begin to establish trust and acceptance as
soon as possible.
In addrtion to student-teacher trust, it was assumed
that teacher-teacher trust and acceptance was also very
important.

Prior to the beginning of instruction the

teachers spent several hours in discussion and training
sessions to establish mutual comfort.

The establishment of

consistency in philosophy and attitude toward the subject
matter was also established in the training sessions.
Being honest, open, and objective about the information
given to the students was of primary concern to the instructors.

Clarity of the instructors' attitudes toward sex and

comfort with their own sexuality was also assumed to be
important.
After instruction had begun, a parent meeting was
held to familiarize the parents with the sex education program.

The instructional and administrative staffs encoun-

tered fear and hostility among the parents.

In retrospect

it seems 1 ikely that these negative feelings could have been
minimized had the parent meeting been held prior to the
beginning of instruction.

The parents expressed a need for

better understanding of the subjects being taught and the
values expressed by the staff to the students.
Pre-testing using the LCC-ABE Pre/Post Test was done
during the first few class sessions.

However, it soon be-

came clear that pre-testing during class was too much of a
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drain of instructional time.

The remainder of the pre-

testing was completed at each student's work site.
The instructional method used was di.rect instruction

with immediate i.nformafi.onal feedback.

Direct instruction

is when the instructor verbalizes a piece of informati9p
I'
•~I~

and asks a student to repeat it.

For example, while point-

ing to a drawing of a male figure the instructor would say
to an individual student, "This is a man.
this?"

John, what is

If the student's response was correct the i8struc-

tor verbally praised the student.

If the student's response

was incorrect the instructor says, "No" and gives the correct answer, again repeating the original question, "What
is this?"

While using direct instruction, the teachers

utilized examples,

synonyms~

ment of concepts.

This method of instruction was used with

all ability levels.

or definitions in the develop-

Appropriate audiovisual support ma-

terials were also used.

The students and teachers sat in

a close circle of chairs to increase communication.

The

daily instructional format included the fol.lowing:
1.

Class began with a brief question-and-answer review of the material discussed in the previous
class session.

2.

Next, the day's topic was introduced with a brief
outline of what was to be covered during the
session.

l

i
I

l

I
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3. ·Direct instruction ·of the .topic was used with
immediate informational feedback.

Instruction

was supplemented with audiovisual materials.
4.

Class ended with a brier review of what had been
discussed during the class session.

The two instructors alternated coverage of each
in the instructional format.

s~ep

One instructor was primarily

responsible for coverage of each step; however, the alternate instructor could supplement information if necessary.
If the Intermittent Probe Test was to be given during a
class session, one instructor ran the entire class while
the other instructor.administered the probes.
During the pilot study, instruction went at a very
rapid pace.

Though the

da~a

were significant, the pace

appeared to be too rapid for the students.

The purpose of

this pace was to allow the entire curriculum to be taught
to determine its functionality.
Field Study
The same instructional method and the same format
used in the pilot study were used in the field study.

Dur-

ing the twelve months two replacements were made in the
teaching staff and approximately five changes occurred in
the volunteer administrative staff.
were selected for the field study.

New client referrals
The curriculum remained

basically the same with minor expansions in several topic
a re as.

Due to i t s p r ox i mi t y to· pub l i c t ran s po rt a t i on, a

l

.

I
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private room in the public 1 ibrary was chosen as the new
meeting site for the field study.
Two major modifications occurred during the field
study.

First, the program was expanded to three classes:

{a) an activity-center-level course, Cb) a beginning

:. ;,

workshop-level course, and (c) an advanced workshop-level
course.

Jhe beginning and advanced workshop-level courses

met once a week for two hours each.

The activity-center-

level course met twice a week for one and a half hours.
The expansion of the workshop-level course to beginning and
advanced levels was

don~

to improve instruction through

homogeneity of the students' abilities.
Secondly, the pace at which the course was taught was
considerably slower.

Instruction moved at a pace dictated

by the students' grasp of the information.
The activity-center-level and beginning workshoplevel courses completed the curriculum in approximately
twelve months, averaging three topic areas per quarter.
The advanced workshop-level course completed .the curriculum
in approximately nine months, averaging four topic areas
per quarter.
During the field study, two information forms were
added to the program procedure.
Agency

Feed~ack

During fall quarter the

Form (see Appendix C) was introduced.

purpose of this form was to give the referring agencies
information on client progress and to better coordinate

The
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agency/classroom training efforts.

During spring quarter

the Client Referral Form (see Appendix D) was developed.
The referral. form was developed to provide more client information to the instructors during the referral process.
Both forms were initiated to improve communication and ....

·~:

training efforts between the referring agencies and the
program instructors.

CHAPTER VI
RESULTS
PILOT STUDY
A significant difference between pre-

a~d

post-test

scores on the LCC-ABE Pre/Post Test was found for the
activity-center-level and workshop-level courses (t
df

=-8;

p < .002).

=

4.71;

Data for the two courses were combined

for statisti.cal analysis due to the small

n.

A

total of nine subjects was used in the pilot study due to
three subjects dropping out.

The

t test for differences

between non-independent means (Bateman, 1977; Drew, 1976)
was the statistic used in the pilot study.

The data were

interval in nature and appeared to be normally distributed.
The' n

size was too small to meet the requirements of a

parametric statistic; however, due to the "robustness" of
the statistic its use with an

n

smaller than twelve was

acceptable (Batemen, 1977).
FIELD STUDY
A significant difference between pre- and post-test
scores on the LCC-ABE Pre/Post Test was found in the
activity-center-level course (t

= 9.82;

the beginffing workshop-level· course (t

df

=

= 5;

p < .002),

7.39; df

=

6,

1
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= 10.3;

p < .002), and the advanced workshop-level course Ct
df

=

9, p

<

.002).

An

n

of six was used in the activity

center level, an

n

level, and an

of ten in the advanced workshop level.

n

of seven in the beginning workshop

The total sample was twenty-three.

The

t test for differ-

ences between non-independent means (Bateman, 1977;

Dre~,

1976) was also the statistic used in the field study.

Once

again, the data fulfilled all the previously described requirements for the use of this statistic except sample
size.

However, due to the robust nature of the test its

use with a small

n

was acceptable.

In addition to the pre/post test data, intergroup
comparisons of gain scores on the post-test were completed
on six independent variables:

(a) class, (b) sex, (c) abil-

ity level, Cd) age, (e) type of residence, and (f) length
of time in that residence.
with each variable.

An

n

of twenty-three was used

A one-way analysis of variance for

repeated measures Cone-way ANOVA) was appl.ied to each variable and each was not significant (see Table I).

The data

appeared tb fulfill all of the requirements necessary for
the use of the one-way ANOVA (Drew, 1976).
ments include the following:

These require-

(a) interval data, (b) ade-

quate sample size, (c) assumed normal distribution of data,
and {d) one experimental variable with three or more data
points.
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TABLE I
RESULTS OF THE ANALYSIS OF SIX DEMOGRAPHIC
VARIABLES IN THE FIELD STUDY
Variable
(a)
( b)
(c)
(d)
{e)
( f)

Class
Sex
Ab i l i t y level
Age
Type of residence
Length of time in
residence

1. 039
.071
2.412
.785
.0361

df
2/20
1/ 21
1/ 21
10/ 12
1/ 21

>.05
>.05
>.05

.100

1/ 21

>.05

F

p
>.05
>.O~

A third statistical analysis was completed in the
field study.

The Intermittent Probe Test data were correI

lated through the use of a scattergram with the post-test
data and the data from the supplemental questions administered during the post-testing (Matheson, 1970).

Figure 1

indicates that a strong correlation exists between the two.
An

n

of thirteen was used on the scattergram due to in-

complete data on the remaining ten subjects.
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Figure 1. Scattergram correlating the Intermittent Probe Test data with
the Post-test data.
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CHAPTER VII
DISCUSSION
PILOT STUDY
Students who participated in the three~month pilot
study significantly increased their sexual knowledge as
measured by the LCC-ABE Pre/Post test.

The results of the

study were brief and somewhat inconclusive but significant
enough to warrant the subsequent twelve-month field study.
FIELD STUDY
The post-test scores of the twenty-three subjects in
the field study all improved significantly over pre-test
scores.

The nonsignificance of the six demographic vari-

ables added considerable strength to the pre/post test
results.

The increase in sexual knowledge appeared to be

a direct result of the. sex education training program and
was apparently not influenced by class, sex, ability level,
age, type of residence, or length of time in that residence.
Demographic Variables
No significant difference in gain scores between the
three classes was found.

Therefore, time of day, day of
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the week, the instructor, o~ differences in presentation of
the material apparently did not affect learning.

In addi-

tion, no significant difference in the gain scores of the
EMR and TMR subjects was found.

The possible indication of

this result is that both low functioning and high functl.on~
ing students were able to increase their sexual knowledge
through a direct instruction training program.

Also, no

significant differences were found in the gain scores of
males and females or between age groups, ranging from
twenty to sixty-one years.

The possible implication i's

that past experiences or past training did not significantly
influence learning.

Finally, no significant difference in

gain scores was found in subjects from the five types of
living environments.

These environments were:

(a) group

homes, (b) nursi.ng homes, (c) foster homes, (d) parents'
homes, and (e) independent living.

These results may indi-

cate that incidental learning or practice of learned skills
occurred equally in all types of residences.

Therefore,

clients from all 1 iving environments may improve their
sexual knowledge through training.
Scattergram
The strong correlation depicted on the scattergram between the post-test with supplemental questions and the
Intermittent Probes may indicate that predictability exists
between the two assessments.

That is, if a subject scored

high on the probes he or she would also score high on the

l
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post-test.

Another possible indication is that subjects

were able to retain the. information learned during instruction over several months.

Subjects who scored high on the

anatomy probe given in January also scored high on the anatr.

omy portion of the post-test, given the followi·ng
Sexual Knowledge vs. Sexual
Behavior
All of the data examined indicate a significant im-

provement in the amount of sexual knowledge of the subjects.
Throughout the discussion of data no mentton has been made
regarding the improvement of sexual behavior of the students.

Standardized, objective assessments to measure the

sexual knowledge of mentally retarded people are in existence.

However, to the author's knowledge, no such assess-

ments exist to measure this population's sexual behavior;
that is, the students' functional
knowledge.

implementation of sexual

Students are increasing their sexual knowledge

through training programs but may not be exhibiting appropriate sexual behaviors outside the classroom.

Improved

assessment techniques are needed to increase the functional ity of sex education training programs.
Recommendations for Additional
Research
The results of this study were strongly significant.
However, it is possible that they only apply to a similar
population.

In order to give added strength to these
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results additional research using an improved design would
be necessary .. A time series design would help to eliminate
the many threats to internal and external validity created
by a pre/post test design.

Also, a larger sample would add

to the strength of the· results.
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APPENDICES

Place of
Residence~~~~~

questions preceeded by
oresentation
A. Has anyone talked to you
about sex? (Record Yes or
No) If yes, who? (Record
answer given by client).
What did that person tell
you? (Record answer given
by client)

*

C. Would you like to have a
class and learn more about
sex? (Record Yes or No)

ANSWERS/ REMARKS

QUESTIONS

c.

NO

Test~~~~~~~~~--

B. Would it be ok if you and
I talk about sex? (Record
Yes or No)

YES

Post

a
z

t-4

3:
)>
-;

:::0

"Tl

z
a

t-4

0

a
c
z

:::0

G)

7'

("")

o:J
)>

SOCIAL/SEXUAL LIVING SKILLS

B.

Data
=correct
=incorre ct
A.

Age~~~~~~~-==

Sex~~~~~~~~~~~~~ PreTest~~~~~~~~~~~-

Name~~~~~~~~~~~~~

LCC-ABE PRE/POST TEST

APPENDIX A

questions preceeded by
nresentation
D. What kinds of things would
you 1 ike to learn about
sex if we had a class?
(Record answer given by
client)

*I I. Show me one outfit in
which everything matches
I I I. no pretest/posttest
*IV.
. A. Give me the pieces of
clothing that are torn
and need mending .

I I I.

IV.
A.

c.

A.
B.

I I.

*

*I . Show me an appropriate
outfit you can wear for
A. Work
B. Listening to records
c. A dance

ANSWERS/REMARKS

I.

NO

E. Are you having any problems with sex? (Record Yes
or No) If yes, what are
these problems? (Record .
answer given by client)

YES

E.

DATA
D.

QUESTIONS
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~
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c.

clothing that are
wrinkled and need ironing.
Give me the pieces of
clothing that are dirty
and need washing.

IV. no pretest/posttest
V. no pretest/posttest

IV.

v.

A. When you meet a new person, do you shake hands
with him or hug him?
(Correct answer: shake
hands)
B. When you wait at the bus
stop, do you talk to
people you don't know?
(Correct answer: No)

I.

questions preceeded by
oresentation

B. Give me the pieces of

*IV.

*

III. What are 2 appropriate
activities to share with
a friend?

ANSWERS/REMARKS

I I I.
A.
B.

NO

II. no pretest/posttest

YES

I I.

B.

A.

I.

c.

DATA
IV.
B.

QUESTIONS
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questions preceeded by
oresentation
VI. What does it mean to go
out on a date?
A. What is a date? (Record
answer given by client)
Correct answe.r: When a
mand and woman agree to
meet and go somewhere,
to a dance, movie,
party, etc.
B. Do you ever go out on a
date with a boy/girl?
(Record Yes or No)
c. Do your parents go with
you and your date? (Record Yes or No)
D. What do you do on a
date? (Record answer
made by c 1 i en t )

*

I I. What are 4 parts of the
body that should be
washed with soap and
water ·while taking a
bath?

ANSWERS/REMARKS

I I.

NO

I. Te 11 me two things a person needs to do to be neat
and clean.

YES

I.

D.

c.

B.

DATA
VI.
A.

QUESTIONS

rn
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*I. Show me which body i s
male and which body i s
female (when presented
with two drawings)
A. Are you a man or a
woman? (Record answer
given by client) Correct
answer: Male must say
man, female must say
woman.

A.

B.

I.

questions preceeded by
oresentation
A. What is menstruation or
having periods? (Correct
answer: bleeding in most
women that occurs every
month)
B. Do you menstruate or bleed
every month?

*

IV.
A. Point to the item a
woman uses when she menstruates.
B. On what part of the body
does she use it?

ANSWERS/REMARKS

IV.
A.

NO

I I I. Do men or women menstruate?

YES

QUESTIONS

I I I.

B.

DATA
A.

.

a
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I.

I I.

B.

A.

II. Where is it ok (appropriate) to masturbate?

I. What is mas tu rba.t ion?
A. Have you masturbated or
played with yourself before or do you now?
B. Have you ever had an orgasm or very good feelings when masturbating?

parts on the picture of
the woman: nipples,
breasts, navel, vagina,
anus.

the following
the picture of
penis, scrotum,
breasts, navel,

questions preceeded by
oresentation.
B. What sex are you? (Record answer given by
client) Correct answer:
Male must say male, f emale must say female.
*

*I I I. Point to the following

ANSWERS/REMARKS

I I I.

NO

*I I. Point to
parts on
the man:
nipples,
anus.

YES

I I.

DATA
B.

QUESTIONS
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questions preceeded by
oresentation
I. What is sexual intercourse?
A. Have you ever had sexual
intercourse or made love?

I.

a.
b.
c.
d.

v.

or make a baby? (Record
answer given by cli~Qt)
Correct answer: by having
sexual intercourse.

*l. How do you get pregnant

V. Would it be ok for you to
have sexual intercourse
with
a. your brother/sister?
b. your supervisor1
c. another man/woman?
d. a stranger you didn't
know?

IV. no pretest/posttest

IV.

*

III. Where would be an ·ok
(appropriate) place to
have sexual intercourse?
(Correct answer: in a
private place and/or
bedroom)

ANSWERS/REMARKS

II I.

NO

I I. no pretest/posttest

YES

I I.

A.

I.

DATA

QUESTIONS
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I I.

B.

I.
A'.

v.

is birth control
for?
can you do to keep
having a baby?
*I I. Show me a birth ~~:atrol
device {Present device
and distractors)

A. What
used
B. What
from

I.

V. Whom would you ask to help
if you thoug~t you were
pregnant?

IV. How can you tell if you
are pregnant?

IV.

* .questions preceeded by
oresentation
II. Which sex becomes pregnant?

III. What happens when you
get pregnant? (Correct
answer: you have a baby)

ANSWERS/REMARKS

I I I.

NO

A. Where do babies grow and
develop in the mother?
(Record answer given by
client) Correct answer: i n
the uterus, points to the
abdominal cavity.

YES

A.

I I.

DATA

QUESTIONS
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questions preceeded by
oresentation
III. When should you use
this?

I. What is venereal disease
or V.D.?

*A. In what area of the body
II. Tell me a sign (symptom)
that might mean a person
has V.D.
111. How do you get V.D.?

IV. Whom would you ask for
help if you thought you
had v·. D.?

I.

A.

I I.

I I I.

IV.

do you get V.D.?

Have you been sterilized
or had an operation so you
can't have chil.dren?

B.

B.

*

A. What is sterilization?
(Correct answer: when a
person has an operation so
they can't have children)

ANSWERS} REMARKS

A.

NO

IV. Where can you get this?

YES

IV.

DATA
I I I.

QUESTIONS
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I I.

a.
b.
c.
d.

B.

..

I I. no pretest/posttest

B. Would it be ok for you to
marry
a. a sma 11 chi 1d?
b. another man/woman?
c. your brother/sister?
d. your supervisor?

·A. Would you like to get
married someday? (Record Yes or No)

I.

A.

I.

..

questions preceeded by
oresentation
I. What is homosexuality or
being a queer or a fairy?
(Record answer given by
cl i en t) Correct answer:
when a man or a woman
falls in love with someone
of the same sex.

*

I I I. no pretest/posttest

ANSWERS/REMARKS

I I I.

NO

I.I . no pretest/posttest

YES

I I.

I.
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questions preceeded by
oresentation
III. What is something a person needs to know how to
do before he/she gets
married?

I. What i s rape?

II. Which of the following
activities are illegal or
can get you into trouble
with the pol ice:
a. masturbating on the bus?
b. urinating in a toilet?
c. touching a st ranger·'·s
body?

.r.

I I.

a.
b.
c.

B. What are some things a
person needs to have before s/he becomes a
mother/father?

B.

*

A. What are some things a
person needs to know before s/he beco~es a
mother/father?

ANSWERS/REMARKS

A.

NO

I. Would you like to have
children some day? (Record
Yes or No)

YES

I.
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ANSWERS/ REMARKS

questions preceeded by
oresentation
d. masturbating in your
bedroom?
e. unzipping your fly in
public?

*

QUESTIONS

A. Is there anything you
would like to say or ask
me before we stop?

NO

.......

A.

....

III. What happens when you do
things that are against
the law? (Correct
answer: j a i 1 )

YES

.........

I I I.

e.
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5. When shown a picture of
a nude male body, the
client will point to
the anus.

4. When shown a picture of
a nude male body the
cl i en t wi l l point to
the scrotum.

3. When shown a picture of
a nude male body, the
client will point to
the penis.

2. When shown a picture of
a man's body and 2 distractors, the client
will point to the man's
body

l. When shown a picture of
a woman's body and 2
distractors, the client
will point to the
woman's body

ANATOMY

INTERMITTENT PROBE TEST FOR ANATOMY

APPENDIX B

11. When shown a picture of
a female body, the
client will point to
the urethra.

10. When shown a picture of
a female body, the
c 1 i en t wi 11 point to
the cl i tori s

9. When shown a picture.of
a female body, the
cl i en t wi 1 l poi n t to
the vagina

8. When shown a picture of
a nude male body, the
client wi 11 point to
the nipples.

7. When shown a picture of
a nude male body, the
c l i en t wi 1 1 po i n t to
the breasts.

6. When shown a picture of
a nude male body, the
c 1 i en t wi 1 l point to
the navel.

ANATOMY

V1
N

17. When shown a picture of
a prepubescent female
and 2 distractors,
client will identify
the female.

16. When shown a picture of
a prepubescent male and
2 distractors, client
will identify the male

15. When shown a picture of
a female body, the
c 1 i en t wi l 1 po i n t to
the navel.

14. When shown a picture of
a female body, the
client will point to
the nipples.

13. When shown a picture of
a female body, the
c 1 i en t wi 11 point to
the breasts.

12. When shown a picture of
a female body, the
client will point to
the anus.

ANATOMY

V1
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21. When asked how the doctor does a Pap smear or
test, the client will
say that he puts a
speculum in the vagina
and scrapes some skin
off.

20. When asked who has a
pelvic exam, the client
will say that a woman
does.

19. When asked what a pelvic
exam is for, the client
will say, "to check for
lumps or bumps on the
inside, to make sure
that everything feels
0.K. on the inside. ·

18. When asked, how the·doctor does a pelvic exam,
the client will approximate the following: doctor puts fingers in
woman's vagina and
·pushes up from inside
and down with the other
hand o~ her stomach.

ANATOMY

V1
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26. When asked what the
penis is for, the client
will say, for urination
and intercourse~

25. When asked what the anus
is for, the_client will
say for bowel movements.

24. When asked how often a
woman should have a Pap
test and Pelvic exam,
the client will say once
a year.

23. When asked who has a
Pap smear or test, the
client will say a woman.

22. When asked what a Pap
smear or test is for,
the client wi 11 say to
make sure a woman's vagina is O.K. or she
doesn't have cancer.

ANATOMY

V1
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29. When aske~ what the
clitoris is for, the
c 1 i en t w i 1 1 s a y , to ma ke
a woman feel good (during masturbation or
se>.rnal i_ntercourse).

28. When asked what the
urethra is for, the
client will say for
urinatj.on .

27. When asked what the vagina is for, the client
will say, for menstruation (when a woman
bleeds from here), for
birth of a baby, for
sexual intercourse.

ANATOMY
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APPENDIX C
AGENCY FEEDBACK FORM
CLIENT~---~--~~~~~

AGENCY~-~~-~-~~~-~

DATE.~~~~----~~-~-

T0 PI C ARE A:...,______M_._A.....R.-..R;..:::.I~A'-=G-=E----

OBJECTIVE
1. Given one correct choice and two distractors,
the client chooses an appropriate marriage
partner.
2. The client identifies 3 necessary preskills
to marriage. "If a person is going to get
married, do they need
.
a. to be able to cook for themselves/yes
b. to be able to drive a·car/no
c. to have a steady job/yes
d. to be able to pay their own bills/yes
e. to be able to read/no
3. The client identifies one appropriate emotional relationship· from two distractors.
"Should a man and woman get married if they
a. often hurt each others feelings/no
b. have done many things together for a long
time/yes
c. just met/no

THE

R~MAIND~R

ARE OPTIONAL

4. The client defines marriage as: a legal and
loving relationship between ~ man and a
woman.
5. The client names two things that make marriage legal. License/blood test/person who
marries you.

DATE
COMPLETED
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DATE
COMPLETED
OBJECTIVE
6. The client identifies two characteristics of
a "crush" relationship.
-doesn't last long
-don't trust each other
_ _---=i-=s::. .--::b: ;. ;:a: . :s=-=--ic=-a=-=-1-=-l...._y--=s-=e;..:.;x~u:..:::a=-=l"-----------------_
7. The client identifies two characteristics of
a "loving" relationship.
-a very close friendship.
-share work and fun.
-trust other person
-give more than receive
-feel the person is just as good as you.
(approximations are o.k.)
COMMENTS (additional space on back of sheet)
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CLIENT~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

AGENCY~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

DATE~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

TOPIC

AREA.~~-=C~H~IL~D~R~E~N~~~~~~

OBJECTIVE
1. The client says 2 things a married couple
need to have before they have children.
Acceptable: money, steady job, ability to
meet health needs, education to 18 years,
emotional needs, and a happy, secure home
life.
2. The client discriminates between pictures
those skills which a parent needs to be
able to do from those they do not.
3+

2-

3. The client gives appropriate response to
reasons for having children.
a. Your parents want grandchildren/no
b. Children can help you when you get
older/no
c. Children can sometimes make you happy/yes
d. Many married couples have children/no
4. The client gives appropriate response to
reasons for not having children.
a. You don't have enough money to take care
of the child/yes
b. Your friend tells you all children are
brats/no
c. Your sister/brother does not have
children/no
d. You feel a child ·is too much responsibility/yes
COMMENTS (additional space on back of sheet)

DATE
COMPLETED

-
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APPENDIX D
CLIENT REFERRAL FORM
LANE COMMUNITY COLLEGE ABE SEX EDUCATION
REFERRAL FORM

Client's name:

first and last

Referring agency

Client's social security no.

Client's street address

Client's birthdate

City, State, Zip
Client's phone

* * * * * *
1.

Does the c 1 i en t l i v e :
at home ·

2.

other (please describe)

at_a group home

Does the client participate in parks and recreation
programs·:
never

occasionally

of ten

if never; is that due to:
lack of interest

or

inappropriate social skills

3•

Does t he c 1 i en t have f r i ends of both sexes ?

4.

Does the client initiate social activities with:
friends:

yes

no

alone:

yes

no

yes

no
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5.

Does the client have a current boyfriend or girlfriend?

yes

no

if yes, to the best of your knowledge has the relationship lasted:
1 month
6.

6 months

at least 1 year

In a public situation, does the client respond appropriately to meeting/interacting with:

(if no, please

describe)
-strangers
-friends/peers
-fami 1 y
-staff
-boyfriend/girlfriend
7.

Does the client independently perform necessary grooming and hygiene skills?

(if no, please state specific

skills which are not performed independently).

8.

Is the client currently involved in any social behavior
training within your agency which you would 1 ike to
have continued in our classroom setting?

(If so,

please define and describe)

9.

Is there any specific area or social-sexual skill
wh i ch y.o u fee 1 t he c 1 i en t needs co u n s e 1 i ng and Io r
tutoring?
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10.

Is there any other information regarding this client
which you feel would benefit us, as instructors, in
meeting this client's individual· social-sexual needs?
(please describe)

Date

Referrer's signature
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